Mobile
Printing

Flexible, sustainable printing

Cloud printing for less energy

The ability to print from mobile devices is
quickly becoming a necessity to keep up with
the pace of today’s business world. However,
a free-for-all mobile printing environment can
be detrimental to your sustainability initiatives.
Ricoh Mobile Printing solutions can help you
enable print mobility for both employees and
guests without tossing your environmental
strategy to the wind. Intelligent and intuitive
features help provide flexibility while
combatting potential energy, paper and toner
waste. Harness the potential of your employees’
personal devices to reduce the energy output
of desktop PCs. Utilize resource-saving tools
such as print release features to reduce the
overuse of consumables. When you can enable
workstyle innovation while demonstrating
responsible environmental stewardship,
everybody wins — and Ricoh can help you get
there.

For those that need to print on the go, many
Ricoh Mobile Printing solutions utilize the
Cloud to enable print submission from mobile
devices. Not only does Cloud printing help you
keep processes moving, but it can also reduce
the resource strain on your server and office
devices. Whether you’re in another building
or looking for a hot spot while traveling, use
the Cloud to Submit Documents to Print
from Anywhere to ease the burden on your
organization.

Reduce energy strain on PCs
Have you ever had to turn on a desktop PC just
to submit a document for printing? The energy
required to boot up and utilize a desktop hardly
seems worth it for just a few printed pages.
Ricoh Mobile Printing solutions can help you
support “Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD)
initiatives — allowing your workers to use
their personal devices to submit documents
for printing — with your green goals front and
center. Employees and guests can use their own
mobile devices to complete necessary tasks, so
you can reduce the energy expenditure from
“middleman” desktop PCs.

Prevent user-created waste
Have you ever forgotten a print job and left
it sitting in the output tray — only to be
accidentally taken or thrown away by someone
else? What about picking up a document and
realizing you used the wrong settings? Print
Release Features help reduce forgotten prints
and user print errors — mistakes that cause
energy, paper and toner waste. Ricoh Mobile
Printing solutions extend these resource-saving
features to your mobile devices, so you can
submit print jobs with confidence.

Documents are held until you
are ready

time a change is made, you can make changes
to your documents even after they have been
submitted. Easily delete old iterations of files
and release the most up-to-date version at the
MFP when you’re ready. You can also instruct
the print queue to automatically delete unprinted files after a certain amount of time.

Made Possible by Ricoh Technology
Our portfolio of software from Ricoh and
industry-leading partners enables effective
Mobile Printing that can benefit your business
while helping the environment.

Driving Sustainability for Our Future
Ricoh is committed to supporting the
environment through practical energy
efficiency, fleet and print optimization,
equipment take back and toner recycling
programs. Take advantage of our unique
sustainability offerings, uncover savings and
distinguish your business as a leader…all
while driving sustainability for our future.

In this New World of Work, information needs
to be flexible. Shouldn’t your printing processes
be the same? With flexible Mobile Printing
solutions that utilize print release features,
you can reduce output waste with the ability
to Delete Unwanted Prints from your print
queue — all from the control panel of the MFP.
Instead of having to print a new copy every
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